"Having a coach guide

me in goals and suggest
small steps that turned
out to give me bigger
results was key."

SHARON GALLAGHER, AGE 59
Sharon is a spouse of a Griffin Hospital
employee. Sharon was participating in Griffin
Hospital’s AgeLess Program. She had four calls
with Health Coach, Lisa. Griffin only requires
two calls, but Sharon noted that Lisa’s guidance
impacted her decision to do more sessions
because it was very helpful.
Do you have any advice for someone who has
health and lifestyle challenges?
Yes, I would tell them to use the AgeLess
Program and whatever physical issues you have
or had - it isn’t the end of the world. You can deal
with it with a good Health Coach to support you
and adapt. That makes it so much easier and
enjoyable. Also, surround yourself with positive
active people as much as you can and be open to
new health technology and ideas.
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I have always focused on being active and
having a healthy lifestyle. However, I had
some injuries over the past several years.
These injuries made it more difficult to run or
engage in strenuous exercise with repetitive
pounding. I realized that I wanted to get
stronger and remain healthy, so I replaced
these former activities with strength training,
stretching, hiking and spinning. I discontinued
CrossFit permanently.
Out of all the people in the past from the other
organizations that I’ve worked with on coaching
calls - Health Coach Lisa, has been by far the
most outstanding and knowledgeable. Lisa
provided me with guidance on new and fresh
tools and apps for continued and improved
health. I also followed Lisa’s suggestion to
use a recumbent spinner under my desk to
increase movement while sitting. This has been
wonderful for me.
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